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must naturally never be ed in advance with the book to an end. It ' matter of opinion whether the ti,idtt''
we know by the prophet's name. '- the other hand it is historian's hjztona investigations-if he embarks urir the
attempted to explain through what phases u ii collec- at all-should commence with the nucleus or with the deçnits.
tion of prophetic rades passed in order to become Oui --cent Personally we thr it most natural to commence wti t?C

prophetic bool By means of certain established criteria a nucleus. If this audeus can without contradiction be fitt'cl
portion of the material is separated from the rest as being t the historical pattern, from which tradition asserts that it
secondary. An atrmpt is made to determine the age of this dctiveb, is smweiv reason to doubt the correctness of the
sec.fr n' and 'h'i mns it is believed to be pos- tradition. But t.-.lrttV Is something we never attain. If the
sible to reconstruct, with more or less accuracy, the develop- deposits exhibit more ti formal relationship with the

-i6.'tic hook in tucstion often through a period nucleus, or exhibit an inherent r at-hip with it in spite of
of sr rra centuries. l'h 1iteraz .4 L.*nrical investigations formal differences, and even in spite of appa-t or perhaps
g hand in hand a separation cst them is impossible Inc _- demonstrable differences, then we can plead the auti-nticity
Ot the work is the effort to recorr the prophet's own book, to or thc, iv the first case in full measure, in the secr'd
get back to his original message without the later additions. in a subsam.Li cure. ii the iactc ot inner ret*Lnl,L
In order to do this the necessary prerequisite is, as likewise too strongly, it is naturally necessary to emphasize the role ei
appears in the purest literary criticism, that the reduction to traditionfor tbee innaits, which thus te'attfv to a later r ''n.
writing of a saying is contemporaneous with the origin of the perhaps a modification, of the ',ttw of the prophe: 55u'
saying Not the spoken word, but the written word can be even in this c45e these passages retain --'Arable value in
preserved intact throughout the ages. principle, however, neither greater ns'r ' value than the
The traditio-historian proceeds in a different way He attempts supposedly original 'avsngs of the srutshrr Of crsur

to distinguish between the historical and the literary aspect of are people who apotheoize th 'v'stbets l'ot
the investigation, and he first devotes himself to the literary 'secondary is equivalent to the in(fr1dI For the histora who
investigation. In this way the complex of tradition with which can date inese deposits they ie 'ever useful !1strp

ncerned is first of all separated from its surroundings, tions of the v1cw, held in certain times and in certain circles on




and tien undcrsruid:ng of its structure is attempted. The certain matters
passages having a literary relation are defined, the central point As the pursuit of the prophet's own words is an essential

mplex is sought for, and an attempt iii made to explore concern of literary criticism in its radical as well as its conser-
ditv of understanding the remamui material as vative form, we have first of all to examine the complex, Mic.

literar"s'oi Around this nucleus- 'ssrpported by the know- 4-j,initsrelationtntheremainderofthebookofMicah,anlong
ledge a'ioinobu 'r' r s'siirces as to the conditions for oral other reasons because radical criticism in its classical form as it
composition t âtcL c.Cc4e? the scholar tries to describe appears in Karl Marti's commentary' does not recognize any
how this literary dp L'us can have taken place, authentic saying by Micah after Mic. 3.12. Marti's argument
and why a nucleus rv.a i' that material by is briefly this: Jet. z6. 18. which quotes Mic.3.xz, shows that
which it is at present surrounded. But this does not yet prove a hundred years after the prophet's activity he was still remem
anything as to the historical value 't the different savings, their bered as a great and bold, but remorseless, prophet of doom.
value as a source of information as in the prophet's message. And this is just the picture of him we know from Mic. 1-3
This is an entirely different problem, the solution of which can (without their secondary additions); this section is a compact
only be attempted when the literary investigation is brought i D.dkapcopbemn Kurer H*iid-(ommcntr), 1904. pp. 2S-3O2
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